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MAXALTO News January 2024

LST
U.K.

code description finish VAT included

FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL190 Sofa (covered shell) C.O.F. 12.248         
B 12.248         
A 12.492         
Extra/C.O.L. 12.920         
Super 13.138         
Lusso 13.819         
Deluxe 14.522         
M 17.293         
Beta 17.293         
Alfa/Gamma 18.725         
Kasia/Koto 22.949         

2FL65C Set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 967              
B 967              
A 1.047           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.188           
Super 1.258           
Lusso 1.478           
Deluxe 1.496           
M 1.516           
Beta 1.516           
Alfa/Gamma 1.771           
Kasia/Koto 2.521           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (2FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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LST
U.K.

code description finish VAT included

FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FLG190 Sofa (shellack shell) C.O.F. 13.653         
B 13.653         
A 13.805         
Extra/C.O.L. 14.070         
Super 14.206         
Lusso 14.629         
Deluxe 15.065         
M 16.928         
Beta 16.928         
Alfa/Gamma 17.811         
Kasia/Koto 20.417         

2FL65C Set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 967              
B 967              
A 1.047           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.188           
Super 1.258           
Lusso 1.478           
Deluxe 1.496           
M 1.516           
Beta 1.516           
Alfa/Gamma 1.771           
Kasia/Koto 2.521           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (2FL65C).

On the order please specify: shell in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G); lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

Along with the product is delivered the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.
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LST
U.K.

code description finish VAT included

FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL260 Sofa (covered shell) C.O.F. 14.885         
B 14.885         
A 15.206         
Extra/C.O.L. 15.769         
Super 16.056         
Lusso 16.954         
Deluxe 17.879         
M 21.349         
Beta 21.349         
Alfa/Gamma 23.179         
Kasia/Koto 28.576         

3FL65C Set of 3 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 1.422           
B 1.422           
A 1.540           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.747           
Super 1.850           
Lusso 2.174           
Deluxe 2.200           
M 2.229           
Beta 2.229           
Alfa/Gamma 2.605           
Kasia/Koto 3.707           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 3 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (3FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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LST
U.K.

code description finish VAT included

FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FLG260 Sofa (shellack shell) C.O.F. 16.260         
B 16.260         
A 16.460         
Extra/C.O.L. 16.809         
Super 16.987         
Lusso 17.543         
Deluxe 18.117         
M 20.679         
Beta 20.679         
Alfa/Gamma 21.845         
Kasia/Koto 25.283         

3FL65C Set of 3 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 1.422           
B 1.422           
A 1.540           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.747           
Super 1.850           
Lusso 2.174           
Deluxe 2.200           
M 2.229           
Beta 2.229           
Alfa/Gamma 2.605           
Kasia/Koto 3.707           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 3 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (3FL65C).

On the order please specify: shell in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G); lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

Along with the product is delivered the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.
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LST
U.K.

code description finish VAT included

FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL140C Central element (covered shell) C.O.F. 8.945           
B 8.945           
A 9.101           
Extra/C.O.L. 9.374           
Super 9.513           
Lusso 9.948           
Deluxe 10.397         
M 11.873         
Beta 11.873         
Alfa/Gamma 12.691         
Kasia/Koto 15.103         

2FL65C Set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 967              
B 967              
A 1.047           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.188           
Super 1.258           
Lusso 1.478           
Deluxe 1.496           
M 1.516           
Beta 1.516           
Alfa/Gamma 1.771           
Kasia/Koto 2.521           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (2FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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LST
U.K.

code description finish VAT included

FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL210C Central element (covered shell) C.O.F. 11.678         
B 11.678         
A 11.886         
Extra/C.O.L. 12.249         
Super 12.434         
Lusso 13.014         
Deluxe 13.611         
M 16.139         
Beta 16.139         
Alfa/Gamma 17.338         
Kasia/Koto 20.878         

3FL65C Set of 3 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 1.422           
B 1.422           
A 1.540           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.747           
Super 1.850           
Lusso 2.174           
Deluxe 2.200           
M 2.229           
Beta 2.229           
Alfa/Gamma 2.605           
Kasia/Koto 3.707           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 3 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (3FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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LST
U.K.

code description finish VAT included

FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL140PS Bench with left/right back (covered shell) C.O.F. 8.234           
FL140PD B 8.234           

A 8.356           
Extra/C.O.L. 8.569           
Super 8.677           
Lusso 9.017           
Deluxe 9.367           
M 10.671         
Beta 10.671         
Alfa/Gamma 11.348         
Kasia/Koto 13.344         

FL65C Back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 569              
B 569              
A 616              
Extra/C.O.L. 699              
Super 740              
Lusso 870              
Deluxe 880              
M 892              
Beta 892              
Alfa/Gamma 1.042           
Kasia/Koto 1.483           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: back cushion cm 65 x 65 (FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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LST
U.K.

code description finish VAT included

FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL210PS Bench with left/right back (covered shell) C.O.F. 11.005         
FL210PD B 11.005         

A 11.193         
Extra/C.O.L. 11.523         
Super 11.691         
Lusso 12.216         
Deluxe 12.758         
M 14.910         
Beta 14.910         
Alfa/Gamma 15.972         
Kasia/Koto 19.102         

2FL65C Set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 967              
B 967              
A 1.047           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.188           
Super 1.258           
Lusso 1.478           
Deluxe 1.496           
M 1.516           
Beta 1.516           
Alfa/Gamma 1.771           
Kasia/Koto 2.521           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (2FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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LST
U.K.
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FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL165S Left/right terminal element (covered shell) C.O.F. 10.570         
FL165D B 10.570         

A 10.770         
Extra/C.O.L. 11.119         
Super 11.297         
Lusso 11.854         
Deluxe 12.427         
M 14.547         
Beta 14.547         
Alfa/Gamma 15.671         
Kasia/Koto 18.989         

2FL65C Set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 967              
B 967              
A 1.047           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.188           
Super 1.258           
Lusso 1.478           
Deluxe 1.496           
M 1.516           
Beta 1.516           
Alfa/Gamma 1.771           
Kasia/Koto 2.521           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (2FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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LST
U.K.

code description finish VAT included

FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FLG165S Left/right terminal element (shellack shell) C.O.F. 11.520         
FLG165D B 11.520         

A 11.653         
Extra/C.O.L. 11.885         
Super 12.003         
Lusso 12.374         
Deluxe 12.755         
M 14.416         
Beta 14.416         
Alfa/Gamma 15.139         
Kasia/Koto 17.275         

2FL65C Set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 967              
B 967              
A 1.047           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.188           
Super 1.258           
Lusso 1.478           
Deluxe 1.496           
M 1.516           
Beta 1.516           
Alfa/Gamma 1.771           
Kasia/Koto 2.521           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (2FL65C).

On the order please specify: shell in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G); lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

Along with the product is delivered the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.
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LST
U.K.

code description finish VAT included

FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL235S Left/right terminal element (covered shell) C.O.F. 13.193         
FL235D B 13.193         

A 13.458         
Extra/C.O.L. 13.920         
Super 14.156         
Lusso 14.893         
Deluxe 15.653         
M 18.602         
Beta 18.602         
Alfa/Gamma 20.109         
Kasia/Koto 24.554         

3FL65C Set of 3 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 1.422           
B 1.422           
A 1.540           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.747           
Super 1.850           
Lusso 2.174           
Deluxe 2.200           
M 2.229           
Beta 2.229           
Alfa/Gamma 2.605           
Kasia/Koto 3.707           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 3 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (3FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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LST
U.K.

code description finish VAT included

FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FLG235S Left/right terminal element (shellack shell) C.O.F. 14.380         
FLG235D B 14.380         

A 14.555         
Extra/C.O.L. 14.861         
Super 15.018         
Lusso 15.506         
Deluxe 16.009         
M 18.186         
Beta 18.186         
Alfa/Gamma 19.193         
Kasia/Koto 22.161         

3FL65C Set of 3 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 1.422           
B 1.422           
A 1.540           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.747           
Super 1.850           
Lusso 2.174           
Deluxe 2.200           
M 2.229           
Beta 2.229           
Alfa/Gamma 2.605           
Kasia/Koto 3.707           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 3 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (3FL65C).

On the order please specify: shell in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G); lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

Along with the product is delivered the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.
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LST
U.K.
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FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL165TPS Left/right ottoman-terminal element (covered shell) C.O.F. 9.862           
FL165TPD B 9.862           

A 10.037         
Extra/C.O.L. 10.344         
Super 10.500         
Lusso 10.988         
Deluxe 11.492         
M 13.218         
Beta 13.218         
Alfa/Gamma 14.180         
Kasia/Koto 17.018         

FL65C Back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 569              
B 569              
A 616              
Extra/C.O.L. 699              
Super 740              
Lusso 870              
Deluxe 880              
M 892              
Beta 892              
Alfa/Gamma 1.042           
Kasia/Koto 1.483           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: back cushion cm 65 x 65 (FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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LST
U.K.
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FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL235TPS Left/right ottoman-terminal element (covered shell) C.O.F. 12.552         
FL235TPD B 12.552         

A 12.782         
Extra/C.O.L. 13.186         
Super 13.391         
Lusso 14.034         
Deluxe 14.697         
M 17.375         
Beta 17.375         
Alfa/Gamma 18.722         
Kasia/Koto 22.695         

2FL65C Set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 967              
B 967              
A 1.047           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.188           
Super 1.258           
Lusso 1.478           
Deluxe 1.496           
M 1.516           
Beta 1.516           
Alfa/Gamma 1.771           
Kasia/Koto 2.521           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (2FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL270AS Left/right corner element (covered shell) C.O.F. 15.037         
FL270AD B 15.037         

A 15.359         
Extra/C.O.L. 15.922         
Super 16.209         
Lusso 17.106         
Deluxe 18.031         
M 21.557         
Beta 21.557         
Alfa/Gamma 23.403         
Kasia/Koto 28.849         

4FL65C Set of 4 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 1.877           
B 1.877           
A 2.033           
Extra/C.O.L. 2.305           
Super 2.442           
Lusso 2.870           
Deluxe 2.904           
M 2.943           
Beta 2.943           
Alfa/Gamma 3.439           
Kasia/Koto 4.893           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 4 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (4FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL175TAS Left/right terminal-corner element (covered shell) C.O.F. 10.928         
FL175TAD B 10.928         

A 11.127         
Extra/C.O.L. 11.473         
Super 11.650         
Lusso 12.203         
Deluxe 12.772         
M 14.925         
Beta 14.925         
Alfa/Gamma 16.048         
Kasia/Koto 19.364         

3FL65C Set of 3 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 1.422           
B 1.422           
A 1.540           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.747           
Super 1.850           
Lusso 2.174           
Deluxe 2.200           
M 2.229           
Beta 2.229           
Alfa/Gamma 2.605           
Kasia/Koto 3.707           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 3 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (3FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL245TAS Left/right terminal-corner element (covered shell) C.O.F. 13.429         
FL245TAD B 13.429         

A 13.695         
Extra/C.O.L. 14.160         
Super 14.397         
Lusso 15.138         
Deluxe 15.902         
M 18.959         
Beta 18.959         
Alfa/Gamma 20.498         
Kasia/Koto 25.039         

4FL65C Set of 4 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 1.877           
B 1.877           
A 2.033           
Extra/C.O.L. 2.305           
Super 2.442           
Lusso 2.870           
Deluxe 2.904           
M 2.943           
Beta 2.943           
Alfa/Gamma 3.439           
Kasia/Koto 4.893           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 4 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (4FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL105LS Left/right chaise longue (covered shell) C.O.F. 9.962           
FL105LD B 9.962           

A 10.138         
Extra/C.O.L. 10.446         
Super 10.603         
Lusso 11.094         
Deluxe 11.601         
M 13.287         
Beta 13.287         
Alfa/Gamma 14.255         
Kasia/Koto 17.112         

2FL65C Set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 967              
B 967              
A 1.047           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.188           
Super 1.258           
Lusso 1.478           
Deluxe 1.496           
M 1.516           
Beta 1.516           
Alfa/Gamma 1.771           
Kasia/Koto 2.521           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (2FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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FLORIUS - design Antonio Citterio

FL133LS Left/right chaise longue (covered shell) C.O.F. 11.021         
FL133LD B 11.021         

A 11.214         
Extra/C.O.L. 11.551         
Super 11.723         
Lusso 12.261         
Deluxe 12.815         
M 14.742         
Beta 14.742         
Alfa/Gamma 15.844         
Kasia/Koto 19.092         

2FL65C Set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 C.O.F. 967              
B 967              
A 1.047           
Extra/C.O.L. 1.188           
Super 1.258           
Lusso 1.478           
Deluxe 1.496           
M 1.516           
Beta 1.516           
Alfa/Gamma 1.771           
Kasia/Koto 2.521           

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 
On the order please specify: set of 2 back cushions cm 65 x 65 (2FL65C).

On the order please specify: lower edge in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A),
bronzed nickel painted (0174B) or painted black chrome (0170M) aluminium. 

The product in fabric/leather version (velvet excluded) has the profiles in matching tone;
the product in velvet version has the profiles in Bellano fabric (all the colours range).
The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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CARATOS - design Antonio Citterio

CRT77G Swivel armchair C.O.F. 4.128           
B 4.128           
A 4.186           
Extra/C.O.L. 4.286           
Super 4.337           
Lusso 4.497           
Deluxe 4.662           
M 5.034           
Alfa/Gamma 5.279           
Kasia/Koto/Kora 6.005           

CRT_P Headrest cushion C.O.F. 199              
B 199              
A 217              
Extra/C.O.L. 247              
Super 262              
Lusso 311              
Deluxe 360              
M 431              
Alfa/Gamma 485              
Kasia/Koto/Kora 644              

The headrest cushion (CRT_P) is not included in the product 
and must be ordered separately

On the order please specify: swivel base-frame in graphite painted (0252G), 
amber painted (0137A) or bronzed nickel painted (0174B) aluminium.

The covers are difficult to remove. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

CRT60G Swivel chair with armrests C.O.F. 2.706           
B 2.706           
A 2.733           
Extra/C.O.L. 2.780           
Super 2.804           
Lusso 2.879           
Deluxe 2.957           
M 3.128           
Alfa/Gamma 3.222           
Kasia/Koto/Kora 3.498           

On the order please specify: swivel base-frame in graphite painted (0252G), 
amber painted (0137A) or bronzed nickel painted (0174B) aluminium.

The covers are difficult to remove. For checking the feasibility of the covers 
for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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ARTEMONE - design Antonio Citterio

CTA120_1 Storage unit with 2 hinged doors and 1 flap door Oak 10.943         
White rough cut oak 11.968         
Shellack 9.629           

On the order please specify: external and internal frame in grey oak (0378G), brushed light oak (0374C),
brushed black oak (0381N) or white rough cut oak (0354B) with graphite painted (0252G), 
amber painted (0137A), bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and 
with graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A) or bronzed nickel painted (0174B) handles
or external and internal frame in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) with bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and with bronzed 
nickel painted (0174B) handles. 

Upper flap door with internal frame in reflective material and shelf in transparent extra light glass.

In case of shellac type finish, along with the product is delivered 
the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.

The internal equipment  is not included in the product and must be ordered separately:
A - without internal equipment
B - no. 1 internal shelf (CTA_R12)
C - no. 1 pair of upper and lower extractable trays (CTA_CV12)
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ARTEMONE - design Antonio Citterio

CTA120_2 Storage unit with 2 hinged doors, 2 drawers and 1 flap door Oak 11.886         
White rough cut oak 13.331         
Shellack 10.988         

On the order please specify: external and internal frame in grey oak (0378G), brushed light oak (0374C),
brushed black oak (0381N) or white rough cut oak (0354B) with graphite painted (0252G), 
amber painted (0137A), bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and 
with graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A) or bronzed nickel painted (0174B) handles
or external and internal frame in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) with bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and with bronzed 
nickel painted (0174B) handles. 

Upper flap door with internal frame in reflective material and shelf in transparent extra light glass.
Bronzed nickel painted internal drawers.

In case of shellac type finish, along with the product is delivered 
the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.

The internal equipment  is not included in the product and must be ordered separately:
A - without internal equipment
B - no. 1 internal shelf (CTA_R12)
C - no. 1 lower extractable tray (CTA_VI12)
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ARTEMONE - design Antonio Citterio

CTA120_3 Storage unit with 4 hinged doors and 2 drawers Oak 10.749         
White rough cut oak 12.175         
Shellack 9.850           

On the order please specify: external and internal frame in grey oak (0378G), brushed light oak (0374C),
brushed black oak (0381N) or white rough cut oak (0354B) with graphite painted (0252G), 
amber painted (0137A), bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and 
with graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A) or bronzed nickel painted (0174B) handles
or external and internal frame in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) with bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and with bronzed 
nickel painted (0174B) handles. 

Upper hinged doors with internal frame in reflective material and shelf in transparent extra light glass.
Bronzed nickel painted internal drawers.

In case of shellac type finish, along with the product is delivered 
the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.

The internal equipment  is not included in the product and must be ordered separately:
A - without internal equipment
B - no. 1 internal shelf (CTA_R12)
C - no. 1 lower extractable tray (CTA_VI12)
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ARTEMONE - design Antonio Citterio

CTA120_4 Storage unit with 2 hinged doors and 2 drawers Oak 8.261           
White rough cut oak 9.458           
Shellack 7.498           

On the order please specify: external and internal frame in grey oak (0378G), brushed light oak (0374C),
brushed black oak (0381N) or white rough cut oak (0354B) with graphite painted (0252G), 
amber painted (0137A), bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and 
with graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A) or bronzed nickel painted (0174B) handles
or external and internal frame in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) with bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and with bronzed 
nickel painted (0174B) handles. 

Bronzed nickel painted internal drawers.

In case of shellac type finish, along with the product is delivered 
the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.

The internal equipment  is not included in the product and must be ordered separately:
A - without internal equipment
B - no. 1 internal shelf (CTA_R12)
C - no. 1 upper extractable tray (CTA_VS12)
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ARTEMONE - design Antonio Citterio

CTA180_1 Storage unit with 4 hinged doors and 4 drawers Oak 11.367         
White rough cut oak 13.087         
Shellack 10.807         

On the order please specify: external and internal frame in grey oak (0378G), brushed light oak (0374C),
brushed black oak (0381N) or white rough cut oak (0354B) with graphite painted (0252G), 
amber painted (0137A), bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and 
with graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A) or bronzed nickel painted (0174B) handles
or external and internal frame in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) with bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and with bronzed 
nickel painted (0174B) handles. 

Bronzed nickel painted internal drawers.

In case of shellac type finish, along with the product is delivered 
the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.

The internal equipment  is not included in the product and must be ordered separately 
(for both the upper left compartment and upper right compartment):
A - without internal equipment
B - no. 1 internal shelf for each single compartment (CTA_R9) 
C - no. 1 upper extractable tray for each single compartment (CTA_VS9)
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ARTEMONE - design Antonio Citterio

CSA180_1 Console with 2 drawers Oak 5.526           
White rough cut oak 6.045           
Shellack 5.237           

On the order please specify: external and internal frame in grey oak (0378G), brushed light oak (0374C),
brushed black oak (0381N) or white rough cut oak (0354B) with graphite painted (0252G), 
amber painted (0137A), bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and 
with graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A) or bronzed nickel painted (0174B) handles
or external and internal frame in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) with bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and with bronzed 
nickel painted (0174B) handles. 

Bronzed nickel painted internal drawers.

In case of shellac type finish, along with the product is delivered 
the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.

CSA180_2 Console with 4 drawers Oak 6.961           
White rough cut oak 7.724           
Shellack 6.632           

On the order please specify: external and internal frame in grey oak (0378G), brushed light oak (0374C),
brushed black oak (0381N) or white rough cut oak (0354B) with graphite painted (0252G), 
amber painted (0137A), bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and 
with graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A) or bronzed nickel painted (0174B) handles
or external and internal frame in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) with bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and with bronzed 
nickel painted (0174B) handles. 

Bronzed nickel painted internal drawers.

In case of shellac type finish, along with the product is delivered 
the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.
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ARTEMONE - design Antonio Citterio

CSA240_1 Console with 2 drawers Oak 6.595           
White rough cut oak 7.295           
Shellack 6.338           

On the order please specify: external and internal frame in grey oak (0378G), brushed light oak (0374C),
brushed black oak (0381N) or white rough cut oak (0354B) with graphite painted (0252G), 
amber painted (0137A), bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and 
with graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A) or bronzed nickel painted (0174B) handles
or external and internal frame in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) with bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and with bronzed 
nickel painted (0174B) handles. 

Bronzed nickel painted internal drawers.

In case of shellac type finish, along with the product is delivered 
the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.

CSA240_2 Console with 4 drawers Oak 8.221           
White rough cut oak 9.123           
Shellack 7.814           

On the order please specify: external and internal frame in grey oak (0378G), brushed light oak (0374C),
brushed black oak (0381N) or white rough cut oak (0354B) with graphite painted (0252G), 
amber painted (0137A), bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and 
with graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A) or bronzed nickel painted (0174B) handles
or external and internal frame in shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) with bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G),
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G) support frame and with bronzed 
nickel painted (0174B) handles. 

Bronzed nickel painted internal drawers.

In case of shellac type finish, along with the product is delivered 
the kit for shellac maintenance and cleaning.
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ARTEMONE - design Antonio Citterio

CTA_R9 Internal shelf cm 85,9 x 42 x 3 Oak 311              
White rough cut oak 379              
Shellack 262              

CTA_R12 Internal shelf  cm 118 x 42 x 3 Oak 384              
White rough cut oak 474              
Shellack 311              

On the order please specify: internal shelf in grey oak (0378G), brushed light oak (0374C),
brushed black oak (0381N), white rough cut oak (0354B), shellac type finish black (3764G), 
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G).

CTA_VS9 Upper extractable tray cm 78,3 x 40,2 x 10,5 Oak 1.259           
White rough cut oak 1.467           
Shellack 1.228           

CTA_VS12 Upper extractable tray cm 109,4 x 40,2 x 10,5 Oak 1.381           
White rough cut oak 1.648           
Shellack 1.345           

CTA_VI12 Lower extractable tray cm 109,4 x 40,2 x 23,8 Oak 1.058           
White rough cut oak 1.165           
Shellack 1.029           

CTA_CV12 Pair of upper and lower extractable tray cm 118 Oak 1.807           
White rough cut oak 2.000           
Shellack 1.783           

On the order please specify: extractable tray in grey oak (0378G), brushed light oak (0374C),
brushed black oak (0381N), white rough cut oak (0354B), shellac type finish black (3764G), 
shellac type finish red (7110G) or shellac type finish soya (6805G).

CTA_PA Cutlery holder cm 25,1 x 37,4 x 5 - typology A 488              

CTA_PB Cutlery holder cm 25,1 x 37,4 x 5 - typology B 488              

CTA_PC Cutlery holder cm 25,1 x 37,4 x 5 - typology C 488              

Cutlery holder in bronze nickel painted beech (0169B).

A                 B                 C
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SOLEIDE - design Antonio Citterio

TSL100_4 Small table (painted frame) 4.009           

TSL100_4G Small table (shellac frame) 4.227           

On the order please specify: support frame in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A), 
bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) aluminium.
Top in pewter colour reflective "hammered" steel (0730I).

TSL130_9 Low table (painted frame) 5.936           

TSL130_9G Low table (shellac frame) 6.325           

On the order please specify: support frame in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A), 
bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) aluminium.
Top in pewter colour reflective "hammered" steel (0730I).

TSL180_13 Low table (painted frame) 9.266           

TSL180_13G Low table (shellac frame) 9.629           

On the order please specify: support frame in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A), 
bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) aluminium.
Top in pewter colour reflective "hammered" steel (0730I).
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SOLEIDE - design Antonio Citterio

CSL130_4 Console (painted frame) 4.862           

CSL130_4G Console (shellac frame) 5.075           

On the order please specify: support frame in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A), 
bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) aluminium.
Top in pewter colour reflective "hammered" steel (0730I).

CSL180_4 Console (painted frame) 5.572           

CSL180_4G Console (shellac frame) 5.805           

On the order please specify: support frame in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A), 
bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) aluminium.
Top in pewter colour reflective "hammered" steel (0730I).

CSL240_4 Console (painted frame) 7.372           

CSL240_4G Console (shellac frame) 7.793           

On the order please specify: support frame in graphite painted (0252G), amber painted (0137A), 
bronzed nickel painted (0174B), shellac type finish black (3764G), shellac type finish red (7110G) 
or shellac type finish soya (6805G) aluminium.
Top in pewter colour reflective "hammered" steel (0730I).
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